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Why LLVM/Clang/Flang (for HPC)?

- open (source/community/...)

- extensible, “fixable”
- portable (GPUs😔, CPUs, …)                                 [😔 LLVM 13]
- OpenMP/C++/… feature complete😉                 [😉 eventually]
- early access to *the coolest* features 

- performant and correct  ;)

Thanks 2 Ryan Houdek

Lot’s of content, no time, use the slides and get in touch!



LLVM/OpenMP - A Community Effort
Weekly Meeting: https://bit.ly/2Zqt49v

“Academia”
★ Joseph Huber (ORNL)
★ Shilei Tian (SBU)
★ Giorgis Georgakoudis (LLNL)
★ Michael Kruse (ANL)
★ Joachim Protze (RWTH A.)
★ Joel Denny (ORNL)
★ Valentin Clement (ORNL, 

now NVIDIA)
★ Many, many, more

Industry
★ Alexey Bataev (Intel)
★ Jon Chesterfield (AMD)
★ George Rokos (Intel)
★ Pushpinder Singh (AMD)
★ Kiran Chandramohan (ARM)
★ Chi Chun Chen (HPE/Cray)
★ Andrey Churbanov (Intel)
★ Carlo Bertolli (AMD)
★ Many, many, more

Power Users
★ Ye Luo (ANL)
★ Christopher Daley (NERSC)
★ John Tramm (ANL)
★ Rahul Gayatri (NERSC)
★ Itaru Kitayama (RIKEN)
★ Wael Elwasif (ORNL)
★ More that I have forgotten



Simple Profiling Support (LLVM 12)

Use
   LIBOMPTARGET_PROFILE=file.json
to portably profile target interactions.

Chrome tracing format, source line information, …

https://openmp.llvm.org/design/Runtimes.html#libomptarget-profile

Profiling OpenMP offloAd 
with LIBOMPTARGET_PROFILE

https://openmp.llvm.org/docs/design/Runtimes.html#libomptarget-profile


Debugging OpenMP (LLVM 12+)   

My First OpenMP offload Program



Debugging OpenMP (LLVM 12+)   
Important!

visit

 openmp.llvm.org
regularly. 

Feel free to suggest 

content & FAQ entries!

LLVM 12 introduced
   LIBOMPTARGET_INFO=<bitfield>
to portably and reliably debug offloading.

Supports OpenMP runtime debug messages as well as “plugin” debug messages.

Available in release mode!

https://openmp.llvm.org/design/Runtimes.html#libomptarget-info 

https://openmp.llvm.org/docs/design/Runtimes.html#libomptarget-info


Debugging OpenMP (LLVM 14)

A plugin to offload to a virtualized GPU (VGPU).

Device compilation and runtime executed on the host
=> host tooling (gdb, sanitizers, …) works natively!

OpenMP offload to a 

virtual GPU, … cool



Remote OpenMP offloading (LLVM 12+)   

Utilize remote GPUs (and CPUs) as if
 they were local.

Also allows to debug memory mapping 
errors on a single host!

https://openmp.llvm.org/design/Runtimes.html#llvm-openmp-target-host-runtime-plugins-libomptarget-rtl-xxxx

Weak scaling to 72 GPUs
=> 2x overhead compared 
to local execution (8 GPUs).

https://openmp.llvm.org//design/Runtimes.html#llvm-openmp-target-host-runtime-plugins-libomptarget-rtl-xxxx


OpenMP-Aware Optimizations (LLVM 12+)
Towards OpenMP-aware compiler optimizations

interprocedural 
optimizations

 for host & device 

run with -O2 and 
-O3 since LLVM 11
(-O1 with LLVM 13)● LLVM “knows” about OpenMP API and (internal) runtime calls, incl. 

their potential effects (e.g., they won’t throw exceptions)

● LLVM performs “high-level” optimizations, e.g., parallel region 
merging, and various GPU-specific optimizations late

● Some LLVM/Clang “optimizations” remain, but we are in the process 
of removing them: simple frontend, smart middle-end

OpenMP-Opt 



OpenMP-Aware Optimizations 
Automatic SPMDzation + shared memory usage (LLVM 13+)

#pragma omp target teams
{
   double team_local_memory[M];
   team_main_thread_only();
   #pragma omp parallel
   every_thread(team_local_memory);
} #pragma omp target teams

#pragma omp parallel
{
  double team_local_memory[M];
  #pragma omp allocate(team_local_memory) \
              allocator(omp_cgroup_mem_alloc)
  #pragma omp masked
  team_main_thread_only();
  #pragma omp barrier
  every_thread(team_local_memory);
}

SPMDzation - “CUDA”-like execution mode

Shared memory usage for scratchpads

Automatic guarding and synchronization







OpenMP-Optimization 
Remarks & Assumptions

1) OpenMP-Opt emits remarks (above)
2) The web provides explanations (right)
3) Users add OpenMP assumptions, e.g.,
   #pragma omp assume ext_spmd_amenable

Visit openmp.llvm.org for more!

https://openmp.llvm.org/remarks/OptimizationRemarks.html

https://openmp.llvm.org/remarks/OptimizationRemarks.html


Near Future Development

★ Finishing last OpenMP 5.0 features (right)
★ Continue to work on OpenMP 5.1 features
★ Harden the AMD GPU offloading (LLVM 13+)
★ Enable the new GPU device runtime by default
○ “SIMD” support for the GPU
○ Memory and runtime overhead only for used features
○ Better diagnostics, assertions, etc.

★ Proper linking support for device code
○ Including Link-Time-Optimizations (LTO)!

★ Just-In-Time (JIT) compilation for device code
★ Many other cool things 😉, get involved!



Cool, count me in, what next?

1) Get LLVM/Clang 13⚽ with offloading support ☕
2) clang++ -fopenmp -fopenmp-targets=nvptx64 ...
3) Check out https://openmp.llvm.org (FAQ!) and 

https://clang.llvm.org/docs/OpenMPSupport.html  
4) Subscribe to https://llvm-gpu-news.github.io/
5) Talk to us! Join our meetings, report bugs, request cool features, 

ask questions, … openmp-dev@llvm.lists.org

⚽ or even a recent development version from github!
☕ available on *all the cool* HPC machines

Thanks 2 quickmem.com

https://openmp.llvm.org/docs
https://clang.llvm.org/docs/OpenMPSupport.html
https://llvm-gpu-news.github.io/
mailto:openmp-dev@llvm.lists.org


AMA
(Ask Me Anything)



The End



OpenMP in LLVM
Weekly Meeting: https://bit.ly/2Zqt49v

Joh s Do r
jo n o r t@g a .coAr o n  N i l La
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